Endangered by lack of space

Will APO bookpool return next fall?

BY ANN TELTHORST
Current Staff Writer
(First of a Two-part Series)

Despite the proliferation of new buildings on this campus, lack of available space may doom the Alpha Phi Omega Bookpool in existence next fall.

The Bookpool—long a fixture at UMSL—moved its operation to the Blue building last fall, prior to which its facilities had been housed in Room 208, Administration building. But plans to transform the Blue building into a carpentry shop for the maintenance staff exclude any provision for the Bookpool.

Dennis Graham, president of the Alpha Phi Omega chapter on this campus, told the Current that he had discussed the problem with both Chancellor Glen R. Driscoll and Dean of Student Affairs David Ganz, but as yet no solution could be discerned.

The basement of Newman House and the lounge of the Fun Palace (Brown building) have been suggested, and rejected, as possible replacements.

Only a room in the J. C. Penney building would be considered suitable, but rendered impractical by a stipulation that all books would have to be removed by 5 p.m. each day.

"The Continuing Education program requires number one priority on the building," Graham explained, "and if they want to use the room for something, out we go."

APO is the only service-oriented fraternity on campus. A large proportion of the profits realized from the Bookpool go into the interest-free student loan fund.

"This semester, one-half of our profits will go to finance our senior projects, the other half will go into fraternity coffers," Graham said.

"Over 1000 students brought in books for sale," he continued, stressing the impact of the Bookpool on UMSL—"an undeterminable number of students bought books totaling $6000 in sales."

Student body president Bob Lamberg has written letters to university business officer John Perry and Dean Ganz about APO's problem. The letter will be presented to the Space Allocation Committee for consideration.

In his letter I suggested putting aside a large room in one of the academic buildings to be used all year long by various organizations," Lamberg said.

"The Physics Department is moving out of H7 Benton Hall and I suggested space for the Bookpool," he continued. "It was originally a lounge and will probably be turned into a lounge, but I see no reason why it can't be used for the first month of school for the Bookpool."

"I'm certain a room will be found for APO next semester though."

Nevertheless, when it rains it pours. APO is a 13-week semester and an 8-week VISTA. The office of the University Accountant informed them that the new law applying to a $6000 sales tax.

"The Bookpool is still around next fall, it will have to charge the 3 percent sales tax."

They were also informed by the Accountant's Office that the increase from 16c to 29c in their book-selling fee does not comply with the wage-price fee.

"I'm still fighting the Internal Revenue Service about that problem, but he does not know yet how it will turn out."

No one can deny the benefits of the Bookpool. Outside of the people who bring incokebooks and bookpool, most students are able to buy and sell books at very reasonable prices.

Obviously, however, there is no such unanimity of opinion regarding the continued existence of the Bookpool.

(Concluded next week.)

Dick Gregory, noted comedian turned human rights activist, will appear at 11:45 a.m., Monday Feb. 21, in the Multi-purpose building. The program is free and open to the public.

A native St. Louisan, Gregory is currently traveling around the country on a lecture tour which includes college campuses in every state. His weight is now under 150 pounds, the result of his fast in protest of the Vietnam War.

As an author, Gregory has completed six books including his autobiography, Nigger, and his latest work, Dick Gregory's Political Primer.

Homecoming finalists chosen

The five finalists in the 1972 Homecoming Queen Contest are Pat Seamell, Mary Ann Meiners, Jean Caldwell, Debbie Pelant, and Gail Applebaum.

The three finalists for Homecoming King are Richard (Rayman) Dickerman, Bill Ring, and Kyle Doty.

A total of $786.37 was collected for the Student Loan Fund, with the finalists determining on the basis of the ability to garner contributions.

Elections will be held Feb. 22-23, with voting by the student body.

Results will be announced at the Homecoming Dinner-Dance, Friday, Feb. 25, 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m., in the Starlight Room of the Chase Plaza Hotel (tickets, $3.50 per person, on sale at the U. Center Information Desk, with reserved seating).

Senate approves calendar for 1973-74

BY RAY HELLWEG
Current Staff Writer

The University Senate decided on the length of the semesters for the 1973-74 academic calendar year at its first meeting of the semester on Thursday Feb. 10. The possible solutions ranged from a 13-week semester plus finals to a 15-week semester plus finals.

The student members of the senate seemed to be united in support of the 13-week recommendation which would set the first day of class after Labor Day. The faculty was divided in its preferences.

After a long debate, an academic calendar with two 14-week semester plus Summer Session was adopted.

The first day of classes in the fall semester would be August 27 with the last day of classes December 21.

The winter semester would begin on January 7 and end May 9. The start of the summer session would be June 14 and the end would be August 2.

This calendar is almost identical with the present 1971-72 academic calendar.

Another point of business covered at the meeting was a recommendation to center an L.L.D., Honorary Doctor of Law Degree, on Sri Myron Linowitz. He is to receive the honor at the May graduation commencement since he is to deliver the commencement address. Over the years, Linowitz has held positions in many different socially active organizations, culminating in his present position as chairman of the National Urban Coalition.

The proposal was approved.

When an ad hoc committee's document on "Procedures governing the disposition of charges of faculty irresponsibility" was brought up for discussion the Senate did not have a quorum.

The meeting then came to an end, leaving this matter and other business to be brought up at the next meeting in March.

VISTA, Peace Corps recruiters on campus March 1-3

ACTION/Peace Corps/VISTA recruiters will be interviewing graduating seniors at the university placement office, March 1-3, for international and domestic volunteer service.

Seniors seriously contemplating volunteer service with either VISTA or the Peace Corps, must apply prior to March 15 for consideration and placement in summer and fall '72 training cycles, according to Rich Garbell, Recruitment Area Manager for Kansas and Missouri.

Because of the increasing demands overseas and at home for volunteers with business backgrounds, recruitment efforts are being aimed at senior business majors.

Math/science teachers, special education and language majors are also in critical need and are receiving considerable attention.

VISTA and Peace Corps is part of the larger national volunteer umbrella federal agency, ACTION.

The School of Business Administration here has received a "University Year for ACTION" grant to train 30 students for volunteer service and college credit, in City of St. Louis anti-poverty projects.

Petition ends Friday

Friday, Feb. 18, is the final day for the language requirement petition.

Charles Caliler, a member of the Central Council Subcommittee in charge of the language requirement action, reported Monday that approximately 3000 signatures had already been gathered.

The announced goal is 5000 signatures.
Second City performs at UMSL

By ELLEN COHEN
Current Staff Writer

All The Second City needed was a stage, seven chairs, a sensitive piano accompanist, and a light switch. Then seven versatile performers transformed the bland set on the Penney Auditorium stage into one new world of ideas after another.

The Second City is a satirical review, with lively and witty improvisational sketches which passed before the audience in rapid succession. Each situation comedy came out with new characters and personalities, and for five weeks on Broadway, it is obvious that Chicago has nurtured a theatrical group worthy of the name often dubbed herself - the Second City.

The players seemed to know exactly what the audience liked to laugh at - the policeman, the president, the football player, the liberated woman, and at themselves - the professor and the student. One brilliantly clever sketch hit home in the college crowd - a flaky student entered his history professor's office, grasping the five text books, the cup of coffee, and the lighted cigarette. Somehow he had missed the final he couldn't understand it and all of the lectures following the first one. Could he please have an oral final exam? Well - have you ever tried to bullshit an oral exam the way you can on paper? This guy tried - "the social, political and economic systems changed drastically since the time the social, political and economic systems had been different."

The Second City troupe, which performed in Peeney Auditorium on February 10, has its birthplace in Chicago's North Side, where in the early 1950s the original performers banded together for shows and improvisational skits. Such talented satirists as Mike Nichols, Elaine May and Shelley Berman got together in exchange some joints and an Old Chinese laundry to perform for the theatre-starved Chicaagos. Today The Second City is a must-see performance for visitors to Chicago.

The ideas for skits come from the audience and from the performers themselves, who carefully rehearse and block the scenes. The affect is a fast-paced performance, with continuously humorous subject matter. The performers sing, dance, do yoga positions, and the lighted cigarette. Some­what under­stand­able, it and all of the scenes hit home in the college crowd - a super show, a super show, a super show!

There is no way to describe Sleuth in detail without spoiling its surprises. Let's just note that Clive Barnes of the New York Times calls it "the best thriller I have ever seen - a super show, and one of the most purely entertaining plays of modern times."

Produced by Morton Gottlieb, Helen Dunfiled and Michael White, Sleuth has been directed by Clifford Willard. Its setting is London and the house has been reconstructed for maximum effect.

It is obvious that Chicago has nurtured a theatrical group worthy of the name often dubbed herself - the Second City.
Black Oak to perform

Black Oak Arkansas, the popular contemporary recording group, will be in concert this Sunday, February 20, at Keil Auditorium. The six-man group, which claims Oakville heritage, is a popular group at colleges, night clubs, and in concert around the country. Not always with top billing, they usually put on a good show.

Black Oak Arkansas, named after a tiny community in that state, has been described as "gritty, down home rock 'n roll with a country flavor... earthy, but religious, and even occasionally sentimental."

Giving an unusual, if not provocative, performance on stage, they are becoming one of the more exciting groups to see performing in person. You won't want to miss this show.

INCOME TAX
Special Rate For UMSL Students
$2.00 For Both State & Federal
CALL 962-6875
T. TEI TAX SERVICE
7529 Big Bend

DON'T LET BOOKS GET YOU DOWN!
Reading Can Be Fast And Easy!

GUARANTEED
To increase your present reading rate at least four times with an increase in comprehension

ENDORSED
This program is endorsed by leading educators and used by Plough Inc., Mygol, of Maybelline, Copertone, Sr. Joseph Aspinin, etc.

REED'S SPEED READING COMPREHENSION SCHOOL
8444 South Florissant Road (AT I-70) 522-3030
COMES TO UMSL
Classes Now Forming!

ATTEND FREE SPEED READING LESSON
A special full length FREE lesson will be given to all interested persons THIS WEEK.
Call 522-3030 for the time best for you. It's FREE!
So stop by and see how easy it is to speedread.

SPECIAL TUITION REDUCTION
To the first 100 UMSL students enrolled
Where does it stop?

I have now received two letters concerning the Current's poor taste in soliciting advertisement with a woman's body. What is more, the Frankly Speaking cartoon making fun of the order in which a woman gave her measurements is now under attack. But is it all stopping here? I believe in a woman's dignity just about as much as a person can. But I also believe in humor and a realistic outlook.

Not every joke about a woman's body is crude and suggests a male dominated world. And I have not accepted my subservient role well. I accept the role that is suitable to me, and I am the one that makes that decision. If they want, I'll have someone draw up a nude male and have him solicit advertisements for the Current. It makes no difference to me.

I would suggest to all women liberationists, if they are interested in getting rid of the stigma that is attached to a woman's body, that they have a pow-wow with all fellow women. Women will stop being treated like pieces of meat. And I would like to date. The point is, you can not dissolve one night stands. The issue of academic freedom is also a long standing in the academic community. Faculty members are very sensitive to any attempts on the part of anyone to influence the content of their teaching or research. There are of course limits to academic freedom. A faculty member who advocates the violent overthrow of his institution, or who advocates the destruction of property, places himself beyond the pale. I do not suggest that our university is as the criteria for acceptance to UMSL. Formerly, a student had to be in the top two-thirds of his class, and this, in combination with his grade point average, was used as the criteria.

The C.E.W. makes a point of stating that a student who is in the top continued on page five

Letters: Up against the wall, Current!

Dear Editor,

A number of business organizations are presently offering to write terms papers, either for the University and the Current has recently carried advertisements in the Current for advertising the services of such organizations, the Current becomes a party to the corrupting influence on the market. Advertising of any kind brings in needed funds, but there are some things that a student newspaper should not do for money—not if it is dedicated to the welfare of its community.

One of the current advertisers, Midwest Terrapapers Unlim­
itted, was the subject of a recent St. Louis Post Dispatch article (January 23, 1972, p.2B). According to the Post Dispatch, this organization will produce an original paper at the rate of $5 per page, or alternatively will supply a copy of a slightly used paper at $3.00 a page—taking care to protect the buyer of machinery, but it has not been supplied previously to anyone else on the same campus.

A picture of one of the founders of Midwest Terrapapers Unlimited, Mr. Mike Bukowsky, was found in the University City School System, appears in the Post Dispatch article. (Mr. Bukowsky's shoulders there appears a motto hanging on

the wall: "We do not condone plagiarism." What kind of nonsense is this? What does Mr. Bukowsky think his clients are going to do with such a plagiarized paper? If a student turns in a term paper, he has bought the paper he is guilty of plagiarism, and he is subject to dismissal from the university. Can it be a student who has bought a plagiarized paper that he has bought, then he is also guilty of academic dishonesty, since doing his own library research—learning to use library materials—is an important part of any term paper project. Organizations supplying such services to the student are aiding and abetting academic dishonesty.

No business organization can long survive without a clientele, and no business can grow in the absence of a growing demand for its services. Term paper suppliers are proliferating like poison mushrooms, and we can draw some unhappy conclusions: Increasing numbers of students are engaging in academic dishonesty, and increasing numbers of suppliers are accommodating, and even teachers— are misusing their talents in the academic enterprise and writing under other people's papers for money.

The issue of academic dishonesty is not a new one. There was an academic dishonesty long before the advent of the commercial term papers suppliers, and there will be academic dishonesty as long as there are academic institutions. While we all recognize the existence of dishonesty and human weakness in the academic community, we should not condone the activities of any business organization which promotes the spread of weakness and dishonesty.

The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students" from being admitted to Missouri state colleges. The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students" from being admitted to Missouri state colleges. The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students" from being admitted to Missouri state colleges. The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students". The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students". The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students". The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class students". The C.E.W. has distributed a paper aimed at exposing the administration's evil plot to systematically degrade "working class

SPORTS INSTRUCTION

Winter Schedule
FEB. 21 - MARCH 24

BADMITTEN 12:15-1:30 T-Th Balcony Fallon
BEGINNING SWIMMING 9:15-10:30 T-Th M-P Pool Bush
1. SWIMMING & LIFE SAVING 2:30-4:00 M-Th M-P Pool Hussey
2. INTO TO SKIN & SCUBA DIVING 2:30-4:00 F M-P Pool
3. BEGINNING BOWLING 12:00-1:30 T-Th Normandy Lanes
3. ADVANCED BOWLING 12:00-1:30 T-Th Normandy Lanes
3. CONDITIONING & JOGGING 12:00-1:00 M-Th M-P Wrestling Rm Fallon
MODERN DANCE 10:45-12:00 T-Th M-P Wrestling Rm Whitney

1. Grants Life Saving Certificate
2. Requires $6.00 rental Fee for tanks & the purchase of a snorkel, fins, & mask by first class
3. Requires a $5.00 rental fee

Classes Are Limited - Sign Up Early
In Rm. 225 Multi-Purpose Bldg.

VETERANS: FREE BEER & PRETZELS
On Saturday nights when most students are out enjoying light-hearted and intimate conversations in small, quaint Italian restaurants, or the favorable movie with their sweethearts, I sit at home. Mind boggled by the masses of studying I have to do for the coming week. I meditate on all the strategies my girlfried Gladys used to trap me into returning to school at the impossible age of twenty-five. What am I doing? I ask myself. A two-time college drop-out, a man whose only ambition in life is to keep breathing, who puts off until tomorrow everything he has already put off until today. How did I ever let her talk me into this?

I mean, let's face it. I'm a settled old man. When I turn out the lights now it's for economy instead of romance. My idealism is gone. I've been ravaged and torn by the cruel world. My plan for getting ahead in the world is to stay even. I'm suffering from acute poisoning.

I thought we both liked the old life. We had the television. The occasional movie. Once, we went to the theater together. I did my best test-reading from soup can labels. That was the extent of our intellectual life. It was a good life. No intricate conversations, no plans to cure pollution, no foreign languages, no mental indigestion. This is not to say that Gladys and I are illiterate. It's just that we're pretty set in our ways. I mean, our age, the only way we're going to broaden our minds is put them through a wash cycle. My life was simple until the day Gladys said to me, "I don't know what it is, but I just feel stifled. It's like we're not keeping pace with the rest of the world."

I suggested she take up jogging. She gave me a nasty look and stalked out of the room.

Then she brought up Irving Haslag. I knew it was serious business then. Irving Haslag was valedictorian of our high school class and graduated Magna Cum Mouth from some Ivy League college. Irving had a crush on Gladys all through high school and wanted her to go into CPA firm with him. Actually I always thought he could make a pretty good laborer. For argument's sake, let's assume that I was right.

Every time Gladys gets on her "career" kick she always brings up Irving Haslag. " Didn't you think that his conversations were... well... always stimulating?" she asked.

"Yea, like a mouthful of sawdust and water." (I do come up with some answers.)

She tossed it aside and looked disgusted with me. "I mean he's so well educated, Robert. Don't you believe in expanding your mind?"

"What for? I've only got a 6-1/2 hat size."

Finally, several days and many unheeded subtle hints later, she sorted to her most direct and persuasive approach--crying.

"My mother, Robert!" she wailed, "You'll never be anything more than a construction worker, a common laborer."

I exploded. "This common laborer makes over twelve grand a year!""

"Oh Robert," she wailed, "It's just that you'll never know anything more than your hands."

She made it sound like it was a fugitive from a brain gang. I started to protest but then realized the futility of it all. Arguing with Gladys is like trying to read a newspaper in a high wind. My only chance was to stall for time. "Alright," I said, "I'll check into it." It was the beginning of the end.

To be continued next week.

To continue from page four

two-thirds of his class but does not score well on these tests will be excluded. This would be true if, and only if, test scores were the sole means utilized to assess a student's ability. But, this is not the case. Test scores will be used along with class standing. What this new policy does, in fact, is make college accessible to high school students who graduate in the lowest third of their class, yet whose potential, as evidenced through the results of these tests, is greater than their class standing or GPA might indicate.

C.E.W. asserts that the tests which will be used are culturally biased. To back up their argument, they cite the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, which is not one of the requested tests. Furthermore, the companies which produce these tests are well aware of their duties to provide culturally fair tests. They invest much effort to ensure that true ability is the factor being tested, regardless of the subculture to which the individual belongs.

The teacher bias, to which the C.E.W. rightfully objects, is much more likely to appear in the students GPA and class standing when coming from high school. Grades are more likely to be meted out in a biased fashion where the standards are subject to the teacher's personal prejudices, than on a carefully standardized test. Technically, any high school graduate in Missouri who wants to enter a state college can do so. If their qualifications are not up to par, they are advised to take two courses in summer school. If they make a "C" or better in these courses, he can be admitted in the fall semester. There are tutoring and special assistance programs available for these students who normally would not have the necessary background. The Guidance department works closely with the admissions office to help ensure the success of these students.

These programs are not always successful. Some students who graduate at the top of their class don't make it. And now, thanks to the new admissions policy, students who have the potential, but not the class standing, will be eligible for admittance.
Dear Editor,

Tidings to the last issue had more of the same sexist crap. The Frankly Speaking Ideas that women are sexual labor, are just to justify lower treatment, we can not find the facilities.

As long as millions of women in our society are being hurt by such treatment, we can not find the cartoon funny. Sexism is not a joke any more than racism is a joke. We encourage people to fight against sexism wherever it occurs.

We encourage people to fight against sexism wherever it occurs.

Letters (continued)

Endorsement

Dear Editor,

We endorse Kathy Broderick's letter to the Current about advertisements which exploit and degrade women. Unfortunately, this last issue had more of the same sexist crap. The Frankly Speaking cartoon is a blatant example of sexism. It supports that women are just pieces of meat and are to be treated and evaluated in the same way.

These ideas are pushed not just in the Current, but in all newspapers, books, movies, classes, etc. Ideas that women are sexual objects and inferior beings fit only for subordinate positions mental labor, are just to justify lower wages for women, degrading treatment by bosses and other workers and lack of adequate child care facilities.

As long as millions of women in our society are being hurt by such treatment, we can not find the cartoon funny. Sexism is not a joke any more than racism is a joke. We encourage people to fight against sexism wherever it occurs.

Paul Gamberg
Tom Kuehnle
Mary Gamberg
Jeffrey A. Scott
Marlene Fried
David Smith
Carolyn Bohle

Pre-legal association

The Pre-Legal Association will hold its first meetings in 229 J.C. Penney building, Feb. 23 from 9:30 to 11:00 a.m. and from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m.

All students interested in law as a career are invited to drop in as their classes permit.

The association plans to invite law dean, practicing lawyers, public officials, and law students to share their experiences with undergraduates.

Students who cannot attend the Feb. 23 meetings should forward their names and addresses to Dr. Henry G. Mellman, Pre-Law advisor, Room 33W, Arts and Sciences building, or phone him at 535-5591.

Office hours are 10 a.m. to noon MWF.

Evening students, and others for whom these hours are inconvenient should phone or write for an appointment at a time convenient for them.

Secretary Sandy Oldfield will be available Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 a.m. to noon, other weekdays from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. for those students who wish Law Board information or applications or desire to look through catalogues of over 100 Law Schools in the United States.

Nrd-America's Most Unique Rock Music Hall

PRESENTS

T Feb. 17 Jay Berry
F Feb. 18 Alice & Omar
S Feb. 19 7
S Feb. 20 Southern Comfort
W Feb. 23 "S.S."

TUE. NIGHTS

11th Annual Marketing Conference

Presentation by
Levi's Story
Budweiser Mat Liquor Story

Keynote Address
Topic: "The Challenge of Excellence in Marketing"

Luncheon
Quiz - The Expert Roundtables
Advanced Education Roundtables
Time-Sharing Computer Demonstration

For more information contact
Dr. James Duhagan
Walter S. Gitter 739-5266
Stoofler's Riverfront Inn
St. Louis, Missouri
Carl J. Davis 723-5136

Can You Afford the Time it Takes to do Research?
Tailored to Your Needs - Any Subject or Number of References from Degreed People
Call or Write
Confidential Research
Box 361 East Alton, Illinois 618-462-0631

ASSORTED SHIRTS
Buy 2 for 1*

$6.50 to $15

*During our 1c Sale only ... buy one shirt at the regular price and get the second shirt of the same value or less for only 1c additional. Example: If you buy one shirt regularly $9 and a second shirt regularly $8 ... TOTAL COST WILL BE MERELY $9.01.
Non-credit sports instruction to be offered

by Ann Telforth

Interested in Scuba Diving or Modern Dance? Those are just two of the courses offered in a five-week program beginning Feb. 9.

Initiated by Dr. Dennis Fallon of the Physical Education and Secondary Education departments, the non-credit courses are offered by the Athletic Department on a first-come, first-served basis. All the courses will be taught between 9:15 a.m. and 4 p.m. during the week can take the courses before, after, or in between their regular classes.

The only cost to the student will be for equipment rental for specific sports, such as scuba diving or bowling.

"It's really a novel idea," said Fallon. "I believe we're the only campus in the nation with a concept like this. Most schools require physical education of some kind and consider it an academic subject."

"I feel the university has a responsibility to provide sports and recreation for students who are interested in them and that's what we're doing," Fallon continued.

Unlike that of most universities, Fallon's instruction program will be open to faculty and staff as well as students.

We're also concerned about the staff and faculty, I see sports as a cohesive social phenomenon and it should receive high priority."

The students get first consideration, but all the courses are open to staff and faculty as well, if the students haven't already filled them.,

Commenting on the structure of the program, Fallon said, "First we found various sports would be interested in learning, then we tried to get the teacher in the St. Louis area for each particular sport. The teachers are well paid and we benefit because it's more economical. We get the best teachers and since it's only for five weeks, we don't have to worry about terms or contract disputes."

The biggest advantage, Fallon continued, "is that the program can change with the student's interests. The student isn't saddled with a semester course which is a lot of theory and academic work.

"We emphasize the learning of particular sport. It may take only five weeks to learn the finer points of it. We want someone to become a specialist in that sport."

"The second five week session will run from April 5 to May 5. Dr. Fallon would like to have, by next semester, a regular course list dating and times for all courses. As for this session, the dates and times are listed on the ad on page 4.

 prostitute 

Rohn nears 1000point milestone

Glen "Doody" Rohn, the Rivermen's only three-year lettermen (he'll have four at the end of the year), is only 30 points away from the 1000-point milestone in his college career. Only one other Rivermen player, Jack Stemmer, has ever scored more than 1000 points. Stemmer scored 1259 points in the all-time Rivermen high.

Though small (6'2) for a college forward, Rohn has never been intimidated and ranks second to Greg Dautzen in career rebounding. 788 in 737. Rohn has this year switched off and on from guard to forward, as the situation demanded.

Head coach Chuck Smith is not afraid to praise his standout. "With five Doody Rohns," Smith said, "I have no fears of facing any team in this country. We would never be intimidated because five Rohns might get beat, but they would never be used and would certainly never quit."

Hopefully, Rohn, who was all-state center at Normandy High School, will reach the 1000-point mark sometime during the remaining two home games. If he does, the game will be stopped and a presentation will be awarded to him as UMSL fans get a chance to show their appreciation for everything Doody has added to the Rivermen basketball in the past four years.

TENNIS MEETING: Last call, guys. A meeting for tennis lettermen and prospective team members will be held Monday, Feb. 21, at 4:00 p.m. in the conference room of the Multi-Purpose Bldg.

BASEBALL: Tryouts will be held Thursday Feb. 23, at 3:00 p.m. in the conference room of the Multi-Purpose Bldg. Tryouts begin at 3:00 p.m. for info, call Capt, Copeland (435-5551).

HOME BASEBALL: Begins: Speaking of baseball, the first home game will be on April 1, against Moorhead State. It's a doubleheader, and will begin at 1:00 p.m. Home games will be played at Forestwood Park in Ferguson.

HOMECOMING FESTIVITIES: The Homecoming Dinner-Dance will be held Friday, Feb. 25, in the Starlight Room at the Chase Park-Plaza Hotel. Tickets are $5 per person, and advance tickets can be bought at the Information Desk in the University Center. A cash bar will be open in the Chase's Zodiac Lounge from 7-8 p.m. Dinner will be served at 8:00 p.m. Dancing to music by the Staking Uniques will be from 9:00-12:30.

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING: Will be held Feb. 22 from 10:30-3:30 near the equipment room in the Multi-Purpose Bldg. You can come as an individual or with a team, matches will begin the same day at 9:00 and will continue through the 24th. Matches will be limited to four and one-half minutes, with the finals being six minutes long. Weight classes open are 110, 118, 126, 134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 177, 220, 224.

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

Be Super Big ON CAMPUS

Upgrade Your personality

Remember when your college career was like this? You had style, attitude, and a good crush on a girl. But now you have an extra 15-20 lbs, or 3" in height. Solution: Super Big! Be Super Big! Ignite your inner super hero with a lifetime of quality apparel, accessories, and free gifts. For the latest in popular trends, don't settle for less! Super Big! Now, get the size you deserve!

2 ft x 3 ft $350
Be Super Big on Campus
Be Super Big on Campus

For Sale


WANTED

STUDENT to deliver for $100/month. Call Mr. Cox, 731-5006.

WANTED

FEMALE roommate wanted, over 20. Call Ballei, 544-5326.

FOR RENT

LARGE one bedroom apt., air, stove, refin. Maplewood area, $105 month, Call 642-4595 or 965-8813.

Notice

SENIORS & GRADS, Peace Corps/VISTA Recruiters on campus at the Placement Office, Wednesdays & Fridays, March 1-2-3.
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Murray's

8406 NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD

DESSERTS AND SANDWICHES

11 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT WEEKDAYS
2:00 A.M. FRIDAY & SATURDAY

MAKE MONEY, MUSIC AND FRIENDS.

Just turn your friends onto the Finest Stereo Equipment... they'll thank you for it. You can quote outrageously low prices on every major brand.

Our warehouse buying volume has made our prices the country's lowest. We pass the savings on to you.

When your classmates hear your low prices and compare them to the local retailers, you're going to win a few friends and make quite a bit of money too.

If this turns you on and you think you can sell at least one system a month, fill out the coupon and we'll be taking you.

Research in composition form by degreed writers, tailored to your specifications.

Confidential Research, Box 361, Alton, Ill. 62024 or 618-463-0304

For Sale


Wanted

STUDENT to deliver for $100/month. Call Mr. Cox, 731-5006.

Wanted

FEMALE roommate wanted, over 20. Call Ballei, 544-5326.

For Rent

LARGE one bedroom apt., air, stove, refin. Maplewood area, $105 month, Call 642-4595 or 965-8813.

Notice

SENIORS & GRADS, Peace Corps/VISTA Recruiters on campus at the Placement Office, Wednesdays & Fridays, March 1-2-3.
Daust hits 30 as Rivermen down Cougars

If any of the Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville Cougars entertained any thoughts of upsetting the Rivermen a week ago Wednesday, they forgot to reckon with UMSL’s big dude, Greg Daust. If they were looking to the two previous games as an indication of how Greg might play against them, they had another think coming.

Sure, Greg only scored 7 points against Eastern Illinois and 5 against Indiana State, but who be he that thought that Greg was slowing down, or slacking off in his old age.

Because Greg durn near whipped the Cougars single-handedly. He proved to the Cougars’ center, Gene Bounds, that there is only one big man that is really and truly at home in UMSL’s field house.

All Greg did was score 30 points as he led the Rivermen to an 83-74 victory over the hapless Cougars, the second time this year that SIUE has played victim to the Rivermen. From the point of view it was the highest point output of any Rivermen in the past two of points scored, it was Greg’s best game of the season. In fact, seasons, (Shedrick Bell scored 29 twice last year.)

Not only did Greg come out on top in the scoring department, but he demonstrated that he can be the most dominant rebounder on the floor. Greg swept the boards for 22 rebounds, which was almost half of what the entire Cougar team got. He also held bounds to only eight rebounds. As a team, the Rivermen out-bounded the Cougars hardly 65-48. Ron Carkhum and Doody Rohn both grabbed 13 rebounds for the Rivermen.

Lest anyone think that the Rivermen had only a one-man attack, it must be pointed out that three other Rivermen scored in double figures. Carkham had one of his finest games of the season, netting 20 points, which is about 5 points above his average. Mark Bernsen scored 12 and Rohn 11.

However, the game was by no means a rout. In fact, SIU led at the end of the first half, 41-40, and that was after the Rivermen had rallied from a six-point deficit to within one.

In the second half the Rivermen never trailed. Before a minute was up, Carkham had popped in a 15-footer to put UMSL ahead. But the real turning point, was a two-minute period after about six minutes had elapsed. During that span, Daust scored 7 straight points for the Rivermen as they pulled away.

For the Rivermen, the victory was a kind of a milestone. It was their ninth straight win, and that was after the Rivermen out-rebounded the Cougars 65-48.

Bernsen’s 12 rebounds also tied his season high, 41-40, a record that was set last year.

UMSL will have another opportunity to go over the 30-point mark tonight when they travel to Purdue for a meeting of the two teams who have faced each other the most in the conference.

College students should have a reading rate of 400 words per minute with 75 per cent comprehension on standard college material or they will experience academic difficulty. The average college student, however, reads only 250 words per minute.

Mature, efficient reading is not based solely on speed in words per minute; it is the facility with which the reader can apply all of the proven techniques of reading, and the ease with which he can adjust his rate to the level of difficulty of the material and his purpose in reading.

If you are an average or above average student, you can improve your grades by increasing your reading efficiency this semester at the DeCoursey Reading Improvement Laboratory.

DeCoursey Reading Improvement Laboratory

CHOICE OF EIGHT SESSIONS:

TUESDAYS OR WEDNESDAYS

ONE CLASS PER WEEK — AT ONE OF FOUR TIMES
9:15-11:30 a.m.; 12:30-2:45 p.m.; 3:30-5:45 p.m.; 7:00-9:15 p.m.
Spring Semester: February 29 thru May 9

PHONE OR COME IN TO INSURE A TIME OF YOUR CHOICE
REGISTRATION: February 10 - February 28

DeCoursey Reading Improvement Laboratory

CONVENIENT MID-TOWN LOCATION — EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION ANYWHERE

2355 Lindell Blvd.
ST. LOUIS 6, MO.


REGULAR TUITION — $110
REGULAR STUDENT TUITION — $150

SPECIAL FOR MISSOURI UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY $100

COURSE IS EQUIVALENT TO 2 SEMESTER HOURS.